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Executive summary

It is now common practice for supermarkets and other 
licensed premises to ask for ID from anybody who 
could look under-21 or under-25. This is a response 
to government crack-downs on under-age drinking, 
and is backed up with threats of fines for bar staff 
and cashiers. The new coalition government pro-
poses to increase the penalty for under-age serving 
to £20,000.1

This report shows that these policies have a significant 
downside, with thousands of adults in their 20s and 30s 
being hassled by constant ID checks.

The Manifesto Club surveyed people’s experiences of 
frequent ID checking. We found that:

– The most annoyed constituency is people in their late 
20s, who are being frequently ID checked by super-
markets. By far the largest portion of respondents 
(48%) were in the 25–9 age group, and 95% of ID 
check incidents occurred in supermarkets. Several 
people in their late 20s reported that they have been 
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cherry liqueurs (Marks and Spencer’s); Rizlas (newsa-
gent); cough drops (Sainsbury’s).

– The majority of respondents felt patronised and in-
sulted by these policies. They didn’t see why they had 
to prove their adulthood well into their 20s and 30s, 
and felt that checks created a disrespectful and un-
friendly atmosphere. Many resented the inconvenience 
of being refused sales or having to carry their passports 
to the shops. Only one respondent found ID checks 
flattering. Only in 46% of the incidents reported was 
the respondent able and willing to show ID in order to 
buy alcohol, and in 36% of incidents they had to leave 
empty-handed.

This report calls for a more courteous and common sense 
approach to enforcing the legal age limit. Specifically we 
call for:

– The dropping of retailers’ ‘Think 21’ and ‘Think 25’ 
policies, and the return to the practice of only checking 
people who look under-18. Policies should give bar 
staff and cashiers more room to use their judgement, 
rather than demanding blanket checks of anybody who 
could be suspected of being under-25.

– The abolition of on-the-spot fines for under-age serving.  
 

checked far more over the past two years than when 
they were 18, and that they are now forced to carry 
their passport shopping.

– ‘Think 21’ and ‘think 25’ policies have led to extreme 
confusion about the legal age limit, with a number of 
cases of cashiers refusing sales to people because they 
were under 25 (but over 18). New legislation due to 
come into force in October 2010 threatens to bring 
this confusion into the law itself, by requiring retailers 
to ask any customer appearing to be under the age 
specified in their own policy for photographic ID.

– People are being refused alcohol sales when shopping 
with younger siblings or children, on the basis of suspi-
cions that the alcohol could be for the child. Case studies 
cited in this report include that of one woman who was 
prevented from buying a bottle of wine, because her 
23-year old daughter and 22-year-old friend could not 
provide ID. In another case, a 17-year-old girl wasn’t 
allowed to help her gran carry her shopping because 
there was alcohol in the bag.

– Adults have reported that they were ID checked for 
a range of products including: matches; UHU glue; 
a gentleman’s manicure set; paracetamol; Christmas 
crackers (Tesco); bleach (Pound shop); Chocolate 
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Introduction

In recent years, something peculiar has happened in Britain. It has 
become routine for adults to be asked for proof of their age when 
buying alcohol, and sometimes other items, like fireworks, that 
children are not allowed to buy. This does not only happen to adults 
who look like they might be under 18, but to people who are clearly 
in their twenties. It is not unusual even for those in their thirties (es-
pecially women) to be asked to prove they are over 18, and there 
have even been cases of grey-haired and wrinkly pensioners asked 
to do the same. In other cases, adults have been refused alcohol 
because they are accompanied by children or even other adults 
without ID.

This phenomenon has most been noticed especially by people in their 
late twenties, because they were previously used to being accepted 
as adults without the need for proof. They now find themselves chal-
lenged more regularly than when they had just turned 18. Some people 
who were easily able to buy alcohol unchallenged when in fact under-
age now find themselves routinely asked for ID as they approach their 
thirties. Meanwhile, some younger adults think it is normal to take one’s 
passport on a trip to the supermarket or pub. So what is going on?

The most immediate cause of this expansion of age checks has been a 
change in the store policies operated by supermarkets, many of which 
now ask their staff to demand ID from any customer who appears to 
be under 25. These policies have been adopted voluntarily, but they 
are backed up by threats of on-the-spot fines for serving under-age 
customers, and guidance from licensing authorities and trading stand-
ards offices. Age check policies are also a response to a more general 
anxiety around alcohol and young people that is apparent in the media.

These unfairly victimise bar staff and cashiers, who can 
ill afford the fines, and lead them to take an overly cau-
tious approach to age checking.

– The dropping of coalition plans to increase the fine for 
under-age serving to £20,000 for licensed premises. 
This is disproportionately harsh – and if anything is 
likely increase the problems of underage drinking by 
forcing it underground.
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‘Infantilising adults’

So-called ‘Think 25’ or ‘Challenge 25’ policies are clearly about 
erring on the side of caution, but it seems that many supermarket 
staff err on the side of caution when applying this already cautious 
policy. Customers who appear to be in their late twenties but might 
conceivably be under 25 are often asked for ID in a bid to prevent 
sales of alcohol to customers under 18, even when they are clearly 
no such thing. 

New legislation due to come into force in October 2010 threatens to 
bring this confusion into the law itself, by requiring retailers to ask any 
customer appearing to be under the age specified in their own policy, 
rather than the legal age of 18, for photographic ID (see ‘Age check pol-
icies: the legal and political context’ below for details). In some cases, 
customers between 18 and 25 have been refused alcohol even after 
producing ID because an inexperienced cashier has misunderstood the 
policy as meaning customers have to be over 25 to buy alcohol. In other 
cases, cashiers have been disciplined or sacked for failing to request ID 
from a customer who was under-21 but over 18.

A similar overzealousness has led to cases in which adults have been 
refused service because they are accompanied by children. In fact, 
following one such case, the supermarket Morrisons publicly backed a 
cashier’s refusal to sell wine to a woman accompanied by her teenage 
daughter, on the grounds that it is illegal for stores to sell alcohol to a 
customer they believe is buying it for a minor.2 Leaving aside the fact 
that it is perfectly legal for parents to give wine to their teenage children 
at home (and in fact permitted for children from the age of five), and  
that teenagers who do ask other adults illegally to buy alcohol on their 
behalf only have to have the wits to wait outside, this issue here is not 
the presence of a minor, but whether there reason to believe the alcohol 
is for a minor. Except in very rare cases, this is likely to be almost impos-
sible to discern.

---------------------------------------------- 
I’m nearly double the legal 
age(and look it). I also 
don’t drive, so I have no  
means of proving my age 
without carrying my passport 
with me. I haven’t been ID’d 
in a pub or corner shop since 
I was underage and it is a 
very humiliating and 
u n n e c e s s a r y  
e x p e r i e n c e
----------------------------------------------
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Such confusions are not simply a 
consequence of the poor drafting 
or communication of company 
policy, but reflect a broader climate 
of disapproval around alcohol. In 
turn, ‘Think 25’ policies inevitably 
reinforce this climate. In cases 
where it is clear that a customer  
is well over 18, ID checks serve 
primarily as a bureaucratic hurdle 
to buying alcohol, almost in the 
same way you need a licence to 
buy a gun. The implication is that 
there is something sordid about it, 
that buying alcohol is not a normal 
transaction, but one requiring special 
permission or dispensation. 

It is the ‘denormalisation’ of alcohol 
that makes it seem reasonable to 
ask customers for ID regardless of 
whether they actually look under-
age. In many parts of the USA, 
where of course alcohol was once 
prohibited, customers of all ages 
are routinely asked for ID when 
buying drinks. And in those parts 
of the Muslim world where alcohol 
is openly available, it is often 
restricted to tourists, who in case of doubt may be asked to prove they 
are foreigners. In these contexts, alcohol is not a normal part of life as it 
traditionally is in Britain. 

Denormalisation is not prohibition, but it is based on a similar sense that 
alcohol is something to be restricted as much as possible. A more sen-
sible approach would be less formal: shop staff would not sell alcohol 

to children, and might challenge especially baby-faced grown-ups, but 
would also recognise that adults are free to stock up on drink without 
being treated like criminals. This is pretty much how things were until 
very recently. Today’s approach, in contrast, begins from the premise 
that alcohol is a social problem, and access to it must be strictly policed.

According to this view, nothing is lost by inconveniencing customers 
buying alcohol: if anything, the hassle of producing ID is a reminder that 
they are doing something questionable. The supermarket checkout is an 
opportunity to scrutinise how we live, and any other items in our baskets 
that one would not want a child to have – pills, matches, glue – will also 
raise an automated bureaucratic eyebrow. In this sense, age checks infan-
tilise adults, undermining the traditional notion that once we reach a certain 
age we are fully autonomous and should be treated with due respect.

This report challenges both the assumption that the inconvenience 
of age checks is trivial, and the notion that preventing teenagers from 
buying alcohol is such an important goal as to justify any measures 
deemed necessary. The first section below is a summary of responses 
to a Manifesto Club survey of people’s experiences with age checks. 
This is followed by an explanation of the legal and political context in 
which the recent changes have taken place, and a final section arguing 
against the infantilisation of adults. 

Summary of survey responses3

The Manifesto Club survey, advertised in various online forums, asked 
for people to report their experiences of being age checked. Since 
these respondents were self-selecting, the results reflect the experience 
of adults who have experienced ID checks as a problem, though not all 
were opposed in principle. The overwhelming majority, 92%, had been 
ID checked when trying to buy alcohol, and 32% when buying tobacco 
(most respondents reported more than one incident), while other inci-
dents involved matches, a gentleman’s manicure set (consisting of a 
small pair of scissors, a leather case and a range of very small files), 
paracetamol, and UHU glue.
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Respondents ranged from 22 to 55, with the average age 29. It is 
those in their late 20s who are most likely to experience ID checks as 
a problem, since they are clearly old enough to buy alcohol, but not 
comically so. (There are cases of grey-haired people in their 50s or even 
older being checked, but these are relatively rare.)4 18 or 19-year-olds 
are more likely to accept that their age will be questioned, and carry ID, 
whereas older adults are annoyed and offended at having to prove their 
age. Several respondents commented that they were challenged more 
often now in their late 20s than they had been when much younger, 
even under 18. Having been given the benefit of the doubt in the past, 
it is all the more annoying to have one’s adulthood questioned once it 
is fully established. Most respondents reported that they had been ID 
checked several times, or in several cases, ‘all the time’. 

It is logical to assume older adults are indeed being ID checked more 
often than in the past, since several supermarkets have adopted ‘Chal-
lenge 25’ policies, asking anyone who appears to be under 25 to prove 
they are over 18. This has led to some confusion, however, as several 
respondents had been told they could not buy alcohol because they 
were under 25, even if they did have ID to prove they were over 18. 
While the majority of incidents happened in supermarkets (95%), 11% 
of respondents had been ID checked in newsagents/corner shops and 
8% in off licences. 

Only in 46% of the incidents reported was the respondent able and 
willing to show ID in order to buy alcohol, and in 36% of incidents they 
had to leave empty-handed. A number of respondents had refused to 
show ID (whether they had it or not), appealing instead to the common 
sense of cashiers, or managers when they were called. In nearly a third 
of cases (28%), those respondents were then allowed to buy alcohol 
without ID, suggesting that they were indeed clearly well over 18. In 
other cases, staff were reluctant to back down, and respondents either 
left in protest, showed ID or were simply unable to buy alcohol. Adults 
who are regularly asked for ID must decide either to give in, making a 
point of carrying ID for this purpose if they don’t routinely carry it, or get 
used to confronting staff over the issue. One respondent described ID 

checks as, ‘An outrageous impo-
sition, which forces me to carry 
round my passport with me (I don’t 
drive) in order to guarantee that I 
will (at 25) be served drinks in an 
off licence or pub.’

While one male respondent said 
he enjoyed being asked for ID 
because it made him feel young, 
this effect seems to wear thin 
for most women, with several 
respondents reporting they felt 
embarrassed by ID checks. One 
explained, ‘Shopping in trackies 
with no make-up is not a crime 
and just because I’m not made up 
isn’t a reason to request ID. It’s 
no good pretending it’s flattering, 
it isn’t.’ Another said, ‘I used to 
be relaxed about it on a night out 
and even find it flattering, but it 
can be increasingly embarassing 
when you’re going for a drink with 
clients, teachers (my job is con-
nected to education) and parents 
etc and you get ID’d!’

Some respondents admitted that they looked young for their age, and 
were therefore more understanding about ID checks. One reported that 
a cashier who had asked for ID was satisfied when he heard her voice, 
which sounded more mature than she looked – an example of a common 
sense approach to confirming someone is old enough. The annoyance 
for others is the sense that checks are not really about establishing their 
age, but making them comply for the sake of it. Several respondents 
recognised that cashiers are in a difficult position since they can be 
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personally fined for selling alcohol 
to someone underage, but felt that 
this policy had resulted in arbitrary 
ID-checking. ‘Better safe than sorry’ 
for the cashier means embarrass-
ment and annoyance for many 
customers, and an atmosphere of 
suspicion and unfriendliness, some-
thing that has not been adequately 
recognised by the supermarkets 
and other shops concerned.

Along with confusion about how 
old someone has to be to buy 
alcohol (18, 21, 25), there is also 
some confusion about the legal 
status of ID checks themselves. 
One respondent felt it should be 
made clear that checking anyone 
who appears under 25 is a store 
policy and not a legal requirement, 
and that there is thus more room 
for using discretion than cashiers 
seem to believe. Several respond-
ents said being asked for ID made 
them feel put down, or subject  
to arbitrary authority. More than 
one saw this as part of a wider 
‘surveillance culture’, with an effect 
similar to having compulsory 
national ID cards.

Another problem highlighted was the phenomenon of adults being pre-
vented from buying products because they are accompanied by children 
or even other adults without ID. One respondent reported that a 37-
year-old friend was stopped from buying glue because she had her 

two-year-old child with her. Another reported: ‘I was buying a fairly big 
load of Xmas food and had one bottle of wine included. The cashier 
refused to allow me to buy it because my daughter (23) and her friend 
(22) didn’t have ID with them. Apparently I might have been buying it  
for them. I was really furious because I consider myself a fine upstanding 
member of the community and resented being accused of that by a 
teenager. I complained to customer services who said they could do nothing 
as it was company policy. What a cheek! Outrageous way to treat your 
customers!’ In another case, a 17-year-old girl wasn’t allowed to help her 
gran carry her shopping because there was alcohol in the bag.

The results of the survey confirm that many adults do experience ID 
checks as a problem: arbitrary, unnecessary and sometimes humiliating. 
While there is support for the goal of preventing children from buying 
alcohol, and sympathy for the staff who have to make the decisions, it 
is clear that there is a downside to store policies that err on the side of 
caution. Many adults resent being asked for ID as a matter of course, 
and would support a more commonsense approach. 
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Age check policies: the legal and political context

It is important to recognise that the law allows retailers to sell 
alcohol to anyone aged 18 or over, and that supermarkets have 
adopted ‘Think 25’ and similar policies voluntarily. Why? Undoubt-
edly, there has been political pressure, and important changes to 
the regulatory regime, but these would not have had the effect they 
have if not for the changing moral climate. Stores are keen to de-
scribe themselves as ‘responsible retailers’, and assume that there 
is more or less unlimited public support for measures to prevent 
underage alcohol sales. 

As the Manifesto Club survey shows, many customers do in fact object 
to what they see as extreme, unnecessary and patronising age check 
policies. But there has so far been little public debate about the issue, 
and these individuals feel isolated and under pressure to comply with 
what is presented as a socially responsible measure. The context for 
this is widespread political and media concern about antisocial behav-
iour and poor health resulting from ‘binge drinking’, especially involving 
young people. Underage drinking has become emblematic of what 
prime minister David Cameron has called ‘Broken Britain’, and there is  
a consensus that something has to be done.

Pressure on retailers has come primarily in the form of bad publicity, 
both on a national and local level. Local Trading Standards Offices carry 
out regular ‘sting operations’ (sending underage ‘agents’ into shops to 
see if they can buy alcohol without being challenged), often with police 
assistance, and publicise the results.5 There has also been more direct 
political pressure, however. At the end of 2005, then home secretary 
Charles Clarke called the leading retailers for a meeting and demanded 
stricter age checking policies. This followed a summer offensive of 
sting operations, which revealed existing policies were too slack for the 
government’s liking. As a result of this pressure, these retailers formed 

------------------------------------------------
I was asked for ID for a 
half-bottle of specialised 
cooking wine. I felt like I 
wasn’t being treated like an 
adult, and I also felt 
p a t r o n i s e d
------------------------------------------------
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the Retail of Alcohol Standards Group, under the aegis of the Wine 
and Spirit Trade Association.6 This group then launched the ‘Challenge 
21’ initiative in November 2005, followed by ‘Challenge 25’ in January 
2009.7 8 A small number of stores – including Yorkshire branches of 
Tesco’s – have introduced a ‘Think 30’ policy.9

One important legal factor in ensuring these policies are enforced is 
that shop staff are personally liable for fines of up to £5000 if they sell 
alcohol to someone underage. (Licence holders who persistently offend 
can be fined up to £10,000, a figure the new government proposes to 
double to £20,000, as well as giving the police tougher powers to close 
offending premises.)10 More often, however, offending cashiers will be 
issued with an ‘on the spot’ £80 fixed penalty fine – 2,782 of these were 
issued for sale of alcohol to minors in England and Wales in 2008 .[11] 
In any case, it is not surprising given the penalty that shop staff generally 
prefer not to take the risk. Crucially, though, fines are issued for selling 
alcohol to minors, and the law currently says nothing about about age 
checks for customers who look younger than 21 or 25. 

In fact, as it stands, the law is quite reasonable. Here is the relevant 
section of the Licensing Act 2003:

146  Sale of alcohol to children
… 
(4) Where a person is charged with an offence under this 
section by reason of his own conduct it is a defence that—
 (a) he believed that the individual was aged 18  
 or over, and
 (b) either—
 (i) he had taken all reasonable steps to establish  
 the individual’s age, or nobody could reasonably have  
 suspected from the individual’s appearance that he  
 was aged under 18. [emphasis added]12

In other words, the actual law is clear that it is illegal to sell alcohol to 
someone under 18, but that if the seller believed that person to be 18  

or over, this is a valid defence on one of two conditions. First, the seller’s 
belief is justified if they took reasonable steps to check the customer’s 
age (if someone has convincing fake ID, the seller can’t be blamed for 
believing it). Secondly, crucially, the seller’s belief is justifed if ‘nobody 
could reasonably have suspected from the individual’s appearance that 
he was aged under 18’.

In theory, even in the case of a 15-year-old, if she clearly looks comfort-
ably over 18, this is accepted in law as a fair defence for selling her 
alcohol with or without ID. It’s worth noting in fact that if a 10-year-old 
produced a passport that said he was 18, the seller taking ‘reasonable 
steps’ by challenging the child would surely be expected to put the 
evidence of her own eyes before an obviously fake document. The same 
goes for someone who looks obviously over 18, regardless of ID.

Of course, there may be doubt about when suspicion is reasonable 
in the case of young adults, but there is a clear difference between a 
16-year-old girl who can pass for much older wearing make-up, and 
a 16-year-old who for whatever reason looks not a day under 23. The 
most important difference is that the former is completely normal and 
the latter is a freak I’ve made up for the sake of argument. The law 
implicitly recognises that, so in terms of the law, sellers should be 
confident that they can make a sale when they’re confident a customer 
is twentysomething. 

It is likely that there is some confusion around this, since staff will be 
warned about fines at the same time as they are trained in store poli-
cies.13 If there is not already confusion, however, there will be soon. A 
new Statutory Instrument supplementing the Licensing Act 2003 backs 
up store policies, introducing this ambiguity into the law itself. The 
relevant part comes into force in October 2010, and requires licence 
holders to have an age verification policy. Crucially, 

‘The policy must require individuals who appear to the re-
sponsible person to be under 18 years of age (or such older 
age as may be specified in the policy) to produce on request, 
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before being served alcohol, identification bearing their  
photograph, date of birth and a holographic mark.’14

While confirming that the minimum legal age to buy alcohol is 18, this 
legislation requires retailers to check the age of anyone appearing under 
the age stated in their own policy, ie, 21 or 25. This effectively turns 
supermarkets’ already cautious policies into law. The safe thing to do now 
will be to request ID of anyone who could conceivably be under 25, not 
just to be super safe, but for fear of breaching a legally mandated policy 
by failing to ID a 24-year-old, and perhaps even incurring a fine for what 
would be a completely legal transaction but for the company’s own policy. 
Moreover, in specifying photographic ID with a holographic mark, the 
legislation removes yet another opportunity for discretion, and threatens 
to institutionalise the bizarre practice of young people taking their 
passports to the shops.

When this was debated in a parliamentary committee on 1 March, Con-
servative MP Crispin Blunt pointed out that the sensible response on 
the part of retailers would be to scrap Challenge 21 and Challenge 25 
policies, which would now constitute a liability. Blunt lamented that such 
a response would undermine ‘the huge efforts by the industry to develop 
a culture in which young people expect to carry forms of ID’, and ‘efforts 
made by campaigns such as Challenge 25 to end the stigma of being 
asked for ID’.15 The parliamentary committee agreed the legislation 
despite the objections of Blunt and others, and it subsequently passed 
into law unamended (Statutary Instruments are generally not amended, 
however badly drafted they are). If changes to the law were to make 
retailers drop their ‘Think 25’ policies, it would be no bad thing. Unfortu-
nately, it is more likely that this new rule will mean a further tightening up 
of overzealous ID-check policies.

Age check policies represent a move away from individual discretion 
towards ever more rigid procedures. Far from being about taking re-
sponsibility, this is about shirking responsibility. Rather than making a 
judgement about whether customers seem underage and asking for ID 
on that basis, cashiers are trained to ask everyone who might possibly 

be younger than 25, while some seem to abandon judgement altogether 
and ask absolutely everyone for ID. As the Manifesto Club survey showed, 
if bemused customers ask to see a manager, he or she will sometimes 
take genuine responsibility on the basis of a commonsense judgement 
that the customer in question is safely over 18, or indeed 25, and 
reassure the cashier that they can make the sale. Worryingly, though,  
in other cases managers hide behind dubious ‘policy’ by insisting that, 
once someone has asked for ID, they cannot make a sale without it.16 

This ‘computer says no’ mindset is reinforced by the automation of age 
checks. The barcodes of alcohol and other age-restricted items are 
tagged on supermarket computer systems so that cashiers get an auto-
matic cue to check the customer’s age (or self-checkout customers have 
to ask an assistant to confirm their age before they can finish the trans-
action). Accidental tagging of other items is the most likely reason for cases 
like the notorious one in Coventry earlier this year, when a woman was 
asked for ID to buy a slice of quiche.17 The fully-intended result of this 
automation is that cashiers do not see age checks as an exceptional thing, 
but as a routine part of the checkout procedure. This makes appeals to 
common sense seem futile: human judgement is not a factor. 

‘Think 25’ policies are premised on the idea that it is better to check 
adults’ ages routinely than to risk selling alcohol or other restricted 
products to anyone under 18. Any inconvenience or embarrassment 
experienced by adults is thought to be outweighed by the social harm  
of underage drinking. Should disgruntled individuals simply comply  
with the new rules for the sake of wider society, or is there something 
more profound at stake that might be worth making a fuss about?
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The meaning of age checks: infantilising adults

The toughening of age check policies in Britain has come in the 
context of broader anxiety about unhealthy levels of drinking as well 
as resulting antisocial behaviour, especially among young people. 
Stories about ‘Boozy Britain’, out-of-control ‘binge-drinking’, and 
boozed-up teenage ‘hoodies’ have become media staples, com-
plete with stock footage of teenage girls passed out on benches, 
youths trading blows or throwing up in the gutter, and piles of empty 
drinks containers strewn all over streets and parks. While the previ-
ous government brought in a battery of new legislation to deal with 
the relatively new category of ‘antisocial behaviour’, from ASBOs to 
Designated Public Place Orders, David Cameron has sought to claim 
the issue with talk of ‘Broken Britain’.

No doubt many people in Britain do drink too much, and the stock 
footage reflects a reality in certain parts of British towns and cities on 
weekend evenings. What is more questionable, however, is whether it 
makes sense to target excessive drinking in its own terms, and whether 
the measures proposed to deal with it are both effective and without 
significant downsides. When alcohol is blamed for everything from teenage 
misbehaviour to domestic violence, from poor health to social break-
down, it seems wise to ask whether politicians are not avoiding deeper 
social problems. If it means anything at all, there must be more to ‘Broken 
Britain’ than ‘Boozy Britain’. And if alcohol is being unfairly blamed for 
other social problems, it is all the more reasonable to take issue with the 
illiberal consequences of grandstanding efforts to control it.

The Manifesto Club has already documented the effects of Designated 
Public Place Orders, otherwise known as ‘Controlled Drinking Zones’ 
or simply ‘booze bans’, which effectively criminalise drinking in public in 
whole areas of many towns and cities, by allowing the police or Com-
munity Support Officers to confiscate alcohol without having to give a 

------------------------------------------------
It concerns me that the 
government thinks it is OK 
to threaten workers in 
supermarkets and pubs with 
fines of thousands of 
pounds for making a  
genuine mistake. This 
forces workers to be  
s u s p i c i o u s  
of everyone, it forces 
pubs to employ  
unfriendly bouncers. And 
it generally creates  
a bad social atmosphere
------------------------------------------------
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reason.18 In the name of protecting the public from drunken and abusive 
behaviour – behaviour that could in fact be more than adequately dealt 
with by previously existing legislation – our freedom to enjoy a drink in 
the park or on the beach has been compromised. For some, this is no 
big deal, or even a welcome curb on other people’s uncouth behaviour, 
but undeniably it makes public space less free, transforming what had 
been a question of taste or morality into a policing matter. 

There are significant downsides to overpolicing the sale of alcohol. Most 
significantly, excessive age checks treat all young adults as children until 
they can prove otherwise. Instead of being a matter of commonsense 
judgement, who is and is not an adult is determined by a bureaucratic 
ID check. The fact that obvious adults are expected to comply without 
complaint suggests a significant erosion of the traditional sense that 
adults are autonomous individuals who don’t have to answer to authori-
ties in the way that children do.19 Even in proving their age and being 
allowed to buy alcohol, people are not in fact asserting their adulthood 
but instead deferring to the baseless authority of checkout bureauc-
racy. It is even worse when they are expected to be flattered by having 
their adulthood questioned, as if adolescence is an ideal to which we 
should all aspire. These points are elaborated below, but first it is worth 
questioning the very idea that preventing anyone under 18 from buying 
alcohol is a sensible priority in the first place. 

Is underage drinking really such a terrible thing?

Tighter age checks are premised on the idea that preventing people 
under the age of 18 from buying alcohol, and ‘denormalising’ the sale 
of alcohol more generally, will reduce the harm caused by underage 
drinking. Teenagers have always been adept at getting hold of drink 
one way or another, and of course there are no age restrictions on the 
illegal drugs that might serve in its place. A study in the US last year 
found that it is easier for teenagers there to buy cannabis than beer,20 
and the same is likely to be true for many British teenagers. Restricting 
the supply of alcohol to underage drinkers, while sensible up to a point, 

clearly does not address the circumstances that cause some teenagers 
to drink far too much far too young. 

Moreover, a zealous approach that presents all underage drinking as a 
serious social problem ignores the fact that most people in Britain do 
have their first drink before the age of 18, and that this is no bad thing. 
In fact there are benefits to introducing young people to alcohol in 
relaxed and normal circumstances, especially in the company of adults 
who can set an example (whether it is followed or not) of how to drink 
without making a fool of oneself. In any case, it is inevitable that young 
people in a society in which people do drink will at some point experi-
ment among themselves, and probably learn the hard way that alcohol 
is not kids’ stuff. This is traditionally regarded as something of a rite of 
passage, and whether young people then learn to drink in a civilised way 
or take pride in getting wasted and puking in the street has much less 
to do with the availability of alcohol than the wider cultural cues they get 
from adults. ID checks are just such a cue, paradoxically marking out 
alcohol as something almost illicit. 

Inconvenient security measures are often justified by the argument that 
if they save just one life, the inconvenience is worthwhile. To say that 
‘if just one 16-year-old is prevented from drinking beer’ hardly carries 
the same weight. Of course, we don’t want children to get drunk and 
have accidents or develop unhealthy drink habits, but some perspective 
is surely called for. The new assumption that blanket age checks are 
necessary, to prevent any sales whatsoever of alcohol to minors, reflects 
a serious loss of perspective. 

It used to be that teenagers who looked older than their years were just 
considered lucky, since they would be able to do adult things earlier than 
their peers. Indeed, we all know that nothing magical happens on our 
18th birthdays. Growing up is a process, not an event, and some people 
mature earlier or later than others. Laws by their nature must be precise: 
the age of majority is set at 18 years precisely to remove the ambiguity 
that is intrinsic in an individual’s development of maturity and responsi-
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 Are ID checks really flattering to young adults?

Young women in particular are often expected to be flattered by being 
asked for ID. Some shops and bars display signs reading, ‘If you are 
lucky enough to look under 25, we will ask for proof that you are over 
18’ etc. No doubt many women and men like to look young, but asking 
for ID is not meant as a compliment. In fact, what’s being said is, ‘I 
suspect you may be a child, and not allowed to buy this product. I also 
think you’re lying about your age, so please prove it’. This is not flatter-
ing; it’s insulting. Adults who really do look very young must get used to 
being challenged in this way. Those who really don’t look that young are 
bound to resent the insult all the more. 

In fact, the effect of asking anyone who appears under 25 to provide 
ID, and of instilling a culture in which this is expected and carries no 
stigma, is subtly to transform the meaning of adulthood. Even when a 
person’s adulthood is not in reasonable doubt, they are asked to submit 
to a bureaucratic procedure. The insult is not simply in being mistaken 
for someone much younger; much of the time the person asking for 
ID knows full well that the customer is old enough. The real insult is in 
being told implicitly that even though you are an adult, you still have 
to tug your forelock before being allowed to make a simple purchase. 
And precisely because there is no disrespect meant on the part of 
the cashier, who is only doing her job, it is all the more infuriating. The 
stigma is unavoidable as long as adults retain a basic sense of autonomy, 
and object to being made subject to arbitrary authority, even, or perhaps 
especially, over something as trivial as buying a bottle of wine. 

Tellingly, a number of respondents to the Manifesto Club survey de-
scribed their attempts to avoid the embarrassment of being IDed by 
subtly appealing to the human judgement of shop staff, for example by 
buying ‘grown-up’ items like broadsheet newspapers, or in one case an 
aubergine, along with alcohol. Such efforts underline the psychological 
importance of being recognised as an adult, and the insult of having 
one’s status challenged. They are indirect but heartfelt challenges to 
the bureaucratic logic of age check policies, non-verbal expressions 

bility. It is a necessary artifice when it comes to enforcing the law, but in 
everyday life we do without it and apply common sense instead. 

The social as opposed to legal definition of adulthood is someone who 
looks and acts ‘about 18’; traditionally most people would have con-
ceded that it didn’t matter if the occasional 16 or 17-year-old passed for 
18 and got a drink, as long as retailers were making a judgement and 
not deliberately selling to kids. After all, went the reasoning, you can’t 
ask everyone for ID just to prevent a handful of precocious teenagers 
from buying a few cans of lager or a bottle of wine. You can’t treat all 
young adults as children. 

The corollary of this way of thinking was an expectation that most young 
adults could be trusted to drink responsibly (even if a little rowdily), and 
the occasional 16 or 17-year old would probably be much the same. 
The current climate around alcohol reverses this expectation, to negative 
effect. The resources put into implementing and enforcing Challenge 
25 age policies only serve to institutionalise the assumption that young 
adults are little more responsible than teenagers. If the infantilising 
experience of ‘getting IDed’ continues into adulthood, so too will adoles-
cent attitudes to drinking. In tandem with moves to introduce minimum 
pricing for alcohol by unit (encouraging consumers to think in terms of 
‘bang for your buck’), neverending ID checks encourage consumers 
to think of alcohol a drug rather than a drink, an illicit substance to be 
obtained with a nod and a wink, rather than a normal part of adult life to 
be enjoyed in an adult manner.

It would be far more civilised to insist that youthful indiscretions with 
drink are a function of youth rather than drink itself. It’s no disaster if 
teenagers occasionally get hold of booze, and even get drunk and mis-
behave. After all, this has been going on for as long as there have been 
teenagers, as has misbehaviour by sober teens. We should expect them 
to learn from it and grow out of it. While it’s reasonable to take steps to 
restrict teenagers’ access to alcohol, it is not reasonable to reorganise 
the whole licensed retail trade around preventing a single underage 
sale, inconveniencing and insulting thousands of legitimate customers  
in the process.
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young. This is most likely because they recognise that they are in the 
hospitality industry.

Why are we willing to pay three or four times more for drinks in a bar, 
pub or restaurant than we would pay to have the same drinks at home or 
at a friend’s house? The answer is surely that we are not paying just for 
the drinks, but for the experience. The atmosphere of drinking establish-
ments, whether friendly local boozers or trendy wine bars, is what makes 
them what they are. Part of that atmosphere is engendered by the staff 
and they way they relate to their customers, welcoming them as guests. 
This is why it’s a problem when bar staff demand to see ID: it threatens 
to kill that atmosphere. Of course, good staff can check ID in a friendly 
way, but only up to a point. And if they are required by a company policy 
to check even customers who are clearly over 18, the insult is hard to 
smooth over. There is a world of difference between a landlord check-
ing in good faith that a young-looking customer is old enough to have 
a drink, and the same landlord insisting on documentation from anyone 
who looks under 25 because ‘it’s more than my licence is worth not to’. 
Good landlords and bar managers understand the downside to excess-
sive age checks, and act accordingly. 

Supermarkets are different, of course, because the encounter between 
customers and staff is a much simpler transaction, and nobody expects 
to be dazzled by charm. But even then, good manners are important. 
Supermarket bosses recognise this, even if their efforts tend to be 
cack-handed – having cashiers mechanically ask customers how they 
are rarely does the trick of establishing a pleasant atmosphere – but 
nods and smiles between customers and staff are generally enough to 
establish mutual goodwill. Again, this is undermined by ID checks, which 
transform an albeit limited social encounter between two human beings 
into something more akin to the quasi-militaristic experience of passport 
control (in many cases involving actual passports). 

The gamble supermarkets and other retailers make in adopting tough 
policies is that this can only make them look good in the eyes of their 
customers, because nobody could object to measures meant to prevent 

of the exasperated sentiment felt by so many young adults: ‘Come on! 
I am obviously well over 18, so stop being so bloody stupid!’ Another 
respondent complained that she could only buy alcohol unchallenged 
when dressed for work and wearing make-up, and was sick of being told 
she should be flattered by being asked for ID when she hadn’t made an 
effort to look her age. 

Indeed, the glib insistence that an ID check is flattering reflects an 
infantilised and rather sexist culture, in which the ideal for all grown 
women to aspire to is that of the seventeen-year-old minx. It evokes HG 
Wells’ novel The Time Machine, in which the beautiful and childlike Eloi 
swan about without a care in the world, and would no doubt submit to 
ID checks with no more than a giggle. Real adults are entitled to expect 
rather more respect. 

Infantilising adults, undermining civility

ID checks bring into question the basic respect that is normally implicit 
between adults in public. The assumption that anyone who seems to 
be a responsible adult should be treated as one is replaced with the 
suspicion that all young adults are potentially underage until they prove 
otherwise; or worse, that even very obvious adults should be prepared 
to submit to checks as a matter of course. This not only irritates those 
affected, but undermines the very idea of adult responsibility. Being an 
adult, after all, means not having to be supervised. In this sense, age 
checks infantilise adults, by treating them as irresponsible and requiring 
them to submit to a childish ritual. The resulting irritation is not trivial, 
but comes from a recognition that unnecessary age checks violate the 
implicit norms of mutual respect between adults. 

Ironically, given that one of their goals is supposed to be reducing the 
antisocial behaviour associated with underage drinking, the effect of 
excessive age checks is itself ‘antisocial’. One often neglected aspect of 
public civility is simple conviviality. It is telling that unlike off licences and 
supermarkets, pubs tend to have Challenge 21 rather than Challenge 
25 policies, and staff tend to check only customers who really look 
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underage drinking. They are wrong. The Manifesto Club survey backs 
up growing anecdotal evidence that many young and not-so-young 
customers do object to being asked repeatedly for ID when it is clear 
that they are well over 18. And they are right to object: unnecessary age 
checks infantilise adults and undermine the basic civility that is essential 
to our quality of life. Moreover, while it is highly doubtful whether they do 
anything to reduce the harm caused by underage drinking, they certainly 
contribute to a moralistic climate around alcohol. 

People in their twenties should not have to prove their age as a matter 
of course when buying alcohol and other goods deemed unsuitable  
for children. Adults of all ages should object to excessive and unneces-
sary age checks that infantilise us all, and should insist that retailers 
scrap absurd Challenge 25 policies in favour of common sense and 
common courtesy.
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